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Abstract
In this paper, we propose a parallel genetic algorithm for cell image segmentation
under severe noise. Our contribution aims at overcoming the drawback of the slow
convenence of the traditional genetic algorithm, which was used in our previous
work. A priori knowledge about cell shape is incorporated in our method. That is,
an elliptical cell contour model is introduced to describe the boundary of the cell.
We firstly obtain the gradient image using Canny edge detector; and then use kernel-
based dynamic clustering to find out the image points that have a high probability
belonging to each cell. Finally a parallel genetic algorithm is used to adjust the
parameters of the cell contour model to find a best matching. The segmentation
results of noisy human thyroid and small intestine cell images demonstrate that the
proposed method is very successful in segmenting images of elliptically shaped cells.
1 Introduction
Pathologists often make diagnostic decision by observing the specimen cells
and the geometric parameters of the cell such as the area, radius and the
circumference [1]. It is very useful using computer-aided system to accurately
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measure the geometric parameters of the cell. To get the parameters, accurate
segmentation of cell images is required.
In the past years, many methods for the segmentation of cell images have
been presented [1-7]. These methods include region-based methods, threshold-
based methods and so on. Region-based methods employ region growing and
region splitting and merging to segment the image. Threshold-based method
is a common segmentation scheme, which can be regarded as the pixel classi-
ﬁcation. A feature value such as gray level is associated with each pixel. The
value is compared to the threshold to classify a pixel into an object or the
background. The threshold can be obtained automatically according to the
histogram of the image [8, 9]. These methods mainly use the gray information
of an image to segment the image and do not use any priori knowledge of an
image. To some simple images without noise or with low noise, these methods
may work very well. However, cell images are generally complex and have a
lot of noise. It is well known that microscopic images have a short range of
gray levels; There are many cluttered objects that make microscopic images
segmentation diﬃcult; Traditional staining techniques introduce a lot of in-
homogeneity into the microscopic images, where not all of the parts of the
same tissue are equally stained. In the presence of noise, clutter and occlu-
sion, the segmentation of the cell image is an ill-posed problem [10]. But the
segmentation performance can be greatly improved by incorporating a priori
knowledge about the speciﬁc type images being segmented. In fact, one of the
most challenging issues in medical image segmentation is to extend traditional
approaches to segmentation and object classiﬁcation in order to include shape
information rather than merely image intensity.
In this paper, we not only use the edge information but also the shape
information of the cell images to accurately segment the cell images. We also
apply a parallel genetic algorithm to segment the cell images. Our method
can be concluded as follows: ﬁrstly use Canny edge detector to detect the
possible edges of the cell. Secondly locate the position of the cells approxi-
mately and ﬁnd out the image points, which most likely belong to each cell
boundary. Finally construct a cell contour model characterized by ﬁve param-
eters to accurately detect the cell contour and to eliminate the inﬂuence of
the image noise. We can accurately describe the cell contour by adjusting the
parameters of the cell boundary model. So the image segmentation problem
is ﬁnally transformed to an optimum problem. A sequential genetic algorithm
has been used this issue [15]. The goal of this paper is to parallelize the tra-
ditional genetic algorithm to improve the convergence speed of the algorithm.
Compared with the sequential genetic algorithm, parallel genetic algorithms
can be run on a distributed environment to reduce the computational time,
and parallel genetic algorithms represent a better model of nature. So, global
optimizing solution is more easily to be found out.
This paper is arranged as follows. Section 2 introduces the mathematical
model used to describe the boundary of a cell. Section 3 describes a method
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by which we can obtain the edge information and the possible image points
belonging to each cell boundary. In section 4, we introduce the parallel genetic
algorithm optimizing the parameters of the mathematical model to match the
cell contour. Section 5 devotes to the experimental results. Section 6 is a
conclusion and the future work.
2 Contour Model of Cell Image
Most of the cells in the human body usually have ellipse-like boundaries as
shown in Fig 1 (a) and Fig 2 (a), from which we can see that the gray levels
of the cells are lower than those of the background. Moreover, there is a lot
of noise, clutter, and occlusion in the image. In order to get the geometric
parameters of the cells, we must segment the cells accurately from the back-
ground. The boundaries of the cells are of ellipse-like shapes. In order to
improve the performance of boundary detection methods, a priori knowledge
of the boundary shape always needs to be incorporated into such a method.
If a cell boundary can be analytically found out, we can easily solve the seg-
mentation problem. Therefore, the cell image segmentation can be cast as a
parametric optimization problem. If the model parameters of a cell boundary
are determined, we can reconstruct the segmented image, which is used to
extract meaningful geometric parameters for pathologists. In order to use a
priori knowledge that the cells have an ellipse-like boundary, we use an ellipse
equation to describe the boundary of a cell. The mathematical model of the
cell boundary can be described as follows:
[(x− x0) cos θ + (y − y0) sin θ]2
a2
+
[(x− x0) sin θ + (y − y0) cos θ]2
b2
= 1(1)
The Eq. (1) denotes an ellipse in the (x, y) domain, and x0 and y0 determines
the center of the ellipse, θ indicates the orientation of the ellipse, a and b
determines the size of the ellipse. As we know, an ellipse can be determined
by ﬁve diﬀerent points, which are on the ellipse. Two parameters are needed
to determine the location (x0, y0), and three are needed to determine its size
and orientation (a, b, θ). So, our segmentation task is cast to choose ﬁve
diﬀerent points from the image points to determine an ellipse matching the
cell boundary best.
3 A Novel Approach to Detection of Image Points in a
Cell
3.1 Localization of Cells
Traditionally, edge-based segmentation has been divided into two independent
stages: edge detection and edge linking. Under Marrs paradigm, boundary
extraction is conventionally treated as a set of independent problems, where
each of them has input information, a method to process them and output
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information. This one-way ﬂow of the information may yield wrong results
because of the error propagation. So we adopt a diﬀerent scheme in this
paper. In our scheme, we ﬁrst ﬁnd those image points that have a very high
probability belonging to a cell. Then we can make use of the image points
to ﬁnd out the approximate location of each cell. The location information
is relatively stable. This process can be viewed as getting high semantic
information from low semantic information. After getting the approximate
location of each cell, we take advantage of this high level semantic information
(the approximate location of the cell) to process the low semantic information
further to determine whether other image points belong to the cell boundary
or not. In our scheme, information can ﬂow in both directions: from low
semantic level to high semantic level and vice versa. So, error propagation
is eﬀectively suppressed. We use Cannys edge detector [11], a well-known
algorithm, to detect the image edges. Because of the inﬂuence of the noise,
there are a lot of false edges in the gradient image (see Fig 1. (b) and Fig 2
(b)). Some of these edge points are connected. From the original cell images
(see Fig.1 (a) and Fig. 2 (a)), we can see that the variation of the gray levels
in the location near the cell boundary is immense. So the edges formed due
to image noise have small number of connected image points. We can use a
threshold to decide whether an edge indicates a cell boundary. If the number
of the connected image points is greater than the threshold, we think the edge
represents a cell boundary. Otherwise, we think the edge is formed due to
image noise. The threshold can be selected by experience.
3.2 Kernel-Based Dynamic Clustering for Detection of Image Points in Cell
After detecting the approximate location of the cells, we use kernel-based
dynamic clustering method to ﬁnd out the image points possibly belonging to
each cell. Kernel-based dynamic clustering method is a no-monitor clustering
method. In this method, a kernel kj, which represents a cluster, is deﬁned.
A kernel can be a function, an image point sets or other models. In order
to determine whether a sample point belongs to a cluster, a measurement
∆(y, kj), which describes the similarity between sample point y and cluster
kj, is also deﬁned. The steps involved in the method are as follows:
(i) Determine an initial kernel kj for each cluster.
(ii) For all sample points, follow the following rules to classify them: If
∆(y, kj) = minl ∆(y, kl), and ∆(y, kj) < t, then y ∈ Γj, where y de-
notes a sample point, t is a threshold, and Γj represents the jth cluster.
(iii) Update the kernel kj. If all of the kernel do not change again, stop the
process, otherwise return to the step 2.
Since the cell has an ellipse-like boundary, we use Gauss function as the kernel,






(y −mj)Ω−1j (y −mj),(2)
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where mj is the mean value of the samples, Ωj is the covariance matrix.








Using the above method, we can ﬁnd out the image points that have a high
probability belonging to each cell respectively. After the image points possibly
belonging to a cell are detected, we can search an ellipse that best matching
the cell boundary in a relatively small space. So, the time spent in ﬁnding the
solution is decreased greatly.
4 Extracting Cell Boundary Using a Parallel Genetic
Algorithm
4.1 Genetic Algorithms
Genetic algorithm as the most favorite optimization method for ill-posed and
nonlinear object function due to its excellent global optimization ability has
been heavily studied [12,13,16]. As a relatively novel member of the genetic
algorithm family, Parallel Genetic Algorithm has demonstrated to be more
successful in the optimization than classical genetic algorithm [16]. By in-
corporating migration operation, parallel genetic algorithm makes itself more
nature where several isolated subpopulations self-evolve in parallel, period-
ically exchanging their best individuals by migration with the neighboring
subpopulations. The basic algorithm for parallel genetic algorithm can be
described as below:
STEP 1: Deﬁne a suitable representation and genetic operators, generate
randomly a population of candidate solutions and partition it into several
subpopulations; decide a migration strategy for share individuals between
the subpopulations.
STEP 2: Each subpopulation executes the step 3 and 4.
STEP 3: Self-evolve based on the chosen genetic operators: selection, crossover,
mutation, local hill-climbing.
STEP 4: Send the best individuals to the neighboring subpopulations based
on the migration strategy,receive their best ones and replace the worst ones
of the subpopulation.
STEP 5: Determine whether the stopping criteria are satisﬁed. If satisﬁed,
stop the iteration; otherwise go step 2.
According the above basic algorithm, diﬀerent migration strategies and diﬀer-
ent strategies of subpopulations self-evolution produce diﬀerent instantiations
for parallel genetic algorithm. For the strategy of subpopulation self-evolution,
we can apply the successful and popular accepted genetic algorithm. As to
the migration strategy, the most popular models are the island model and the
stepping stone model [17]. In the island model, best individuals are allowed to
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be sent to any other subpopulation, i.e. all subpopulations are neighbors. In
a sense, the island model represents a better model of nature at the cost of a
high communication overhead is introduced in it. In order to reduce communi-
cation overhead, the stepping stone model deﬁnes a close chain neighborhood
structure in which any subpopulation is merely able to share individuals with
its two neighbors. Below, we present a parallel genetic algorithm for extraction
of cell boundary with a diﬀerent migration strategy.
4.2 Extraction of Cell Boundary with Parallel Genetic Algorithm
The input information is N possible edge points of the cell. Each of these
image points has an associated index, which is a number from 1 to N . We
can select ﬁve of them to represent an ellipse. Let I = (I1, · · · , I5) denote
the index of the ﬁve image points selected. For the sake of convenience, we





where s is the step function: s = 1 if rj is greater than or equal to the
template width, and s = 0 otherwise. The objective function counts the
number of points within a ﬁxed distance of the ellipse. Let P denotes the
population, which contains M chromosomes I1, I2...IM . Let L denotes the
size of the population. Let NUM represents the number of the generations.
Let Nr denotes the number of chromosomes replaced each generation. For
convenience, let Nr be an even number. The parallel genetic algorithm based
method for cell boundary extracting can be described as follows:
Part one: Parallelization
Step 1: Parameters Setting: The number of sub-populations Npop, the num-
ber of individuals of a sub-population Nsize need to be set.
Step 2: Send initialization messages to sub-populations
Step 3: Get population from sub-populations
Step 4: Send step messages to sub-populations
Step 5: Get population from sub-populations and determine whether repeat
or stop, if repeat, continue step 6.
Step 6: Randomly set how many sub-populations will send individuals to
others and how many best individuals will be sent. Our migration strategy
is diﬀerent from the island model and the stepping stone model. Who
and how many sub-populations will migrate their best individuals to others
are randomly determined. This strategy is a better compromise between
the island model and the stepping stone model, which not only reduces the
communication but also makes the parallel genetic algorithm behavior more
close to nature.
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Step 7: Migration between the selected sub-populations and go to step 4.
Part two: evolution in sub-populations
Step 1: Get Initialization Message: To initialize each chromosome, randomly
generate ﬁve integers between 1 and N (N is the number of the possible
edge image points) as the index of ﬁve image points. We repeat the process
for L times to initialize the whole population. Let k = 1, where k is the
iteration step indices.
Step 2: Get Step Message:
(i) Selection and crossover: We use the ﬁtness proportional model to select
chromosomes to reproduce oﬀspring. To get Nr children, we should
select Nr/2 mother and dad respectively. Each pair of two parents has
two children. The crossover operator is described as follows. Randomly
generate an integer m between 1 and 5; Exchange the genes that have
the index m of the two chromosomes selected as parents. So, Nr new
chromosomes are reproduced.
(ii) Mutation: For all of the newly generated chromosomes, according to a
mutation probability to mutate them. The mutation method are de-
scribed as follows. Randomly generate an integer m between 1 and 5
and another integer n between 1 and N . Replace the gene having the
index m of the chromosome by the integer n.
(iii) Replacement scheme: We use the newly generated Nr chromosomes to
replace those having a low ﬁtness. If the stop criterion (see Remark) is
satisﬁed, stop the iteration; otherwise, go to (i).
Remark 1 Firstly, we compute the fitness of each chromosome and the fit-
ness can be viewed as a distribution function. Then we compute the entropy
of the distribution function. When the entropy does not change again, we
think the genetic algorithm converged. If the number of generation N is
reached, we also stop the iteration.
Step 3: Get Migration Message: Send emigrations from selected sub-populations
to destinations, and delete the equivalent number of best individuals in the
destination sub-populations.
5 Experimental Results
In this section, we present our experimental results on segmenting the cell
images of hypothyroid and small intestine and make a comparison with the
histogram-based methods.
The histogram-based method can be described as follows: (1) Calculate
the histogram of the image to be segmented. (2) According to the histogram
of the image, try to ﬁnd a proper threshold to segment the image. (3) If the
gray level of a pixel is smaller or equal to the threshold, the pixel will be
classiﬁed to the object cluster; otherwise the pixel will be classiﬁed into the
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background. The threshold can be found out through a minimal error method
or a maximum entropy method [8,9].
In our experiment, we let the crossover probability Pc = 0.6, the mutation
probability Pm = 0.1, the number of generation NUM = 250, the number of
sub-population Npop = 10, and the sub-population size Nsize = 100. Fig.1 (c)
and Fig. 2 (c) are our experimental results on segmenting the cell images of
hypothyroid and small intestine respectively. The edge images are obtained
using Cannys edge detector. The parameters used in Cannys edge detector
are as follows: The higher threshold is 0.9 and the lower threshold is 0.8; the
covariance is 1.6.
The experimental results with the threshold methods are also given out in
Fig.1 (d) and Fig. 2 (d). From Fig 1 and Fig 2, we can see the advantages
of our method compared to the histogram-based methods. Our approach has
a strong ability to suppress noise. As long as the gray levels near the cell
boundary diﬀer a few, our method can actually detect the cell boundary and
complete the segmentation task well. When two cells are located very closely,
the histogram-based method cannot distinguish them, but our method can
extract them successfully. So our approach has some ability to resist occlusion
of the cell boundary. Our algorithm is coded in C language with MPICH
in LINUX environment and tested on a 5-PC-Cluster. Because we ﬁrstly
use kernel-based dynamic clustering method to ﬁnd out which image points
possibly belonging to each cell, the searching space is reduced greatly and
the time spent in ﬁnding the optimum ellipse to match the cell boundary is
decreased accordingly.
6 Conclusion and Future Work
In this paper, we have proposed a novel approach to cell image segmentation
under severe noise conditions by combining kernel-based dynamic clustering
and a parallel genetic algorithm. In our algorithm, we make use of not only
the edge information but also the shape information of the cell contour that
the cell boundary has an ellipse-like shape. Due to a priori knowledge of the
cell boundary is incorporated in our approach; our method has a high abil-
ity to resist noise. Image points that possibly belonging to a cell are ﬁrstly
determined using a kernel-based dynamic clustering method, so the search
space is sharply reduced and the time used to optimize the objective function
is decreased accordingly. By using parallel genetic algorithm as optimizer,
we achieved not only a more accurate solution but also a speedup because
of several processors sharing the population evaluations. The results indi-
cate a promising direction for further research into automatic initialization,
which is especially important for designing automatic algorithm in biomedical
applications.
Occlusion of the cells is a very diﬃcult problem to deal with in cell image
segmentation. The puzzle is partly solved in our approach by incorporating
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a priori knowledge about the shape of the cell contour. But a lot of eﬀort is
still needed to solve the occlusion problem completely.
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Fig 1. Segmentation results of hypothyroid image: (a) Original image,
(b) Edge image, (c) Our approach, and (d) Histogram based method
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Fig 2. Segmentation results of small intestine image: (a) Original image,
(b) Edge image, (c) Our approach, and (d) Histogram based method
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